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[image: Nozzle Band Heater, for operating temperatures up to 450°C/550°C, injection molding, energy-efficient design, homogeneous heat flow, holes, cutouts, thermocouple connector, integrated thermocouple, special contour, tight installation space,cable extrusion]
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[image: High performance Nozzle Band Heater, operating temperatures up to 600°C, injection molding, cutouts, thermocouple connector, integrated thermocouple, tight installation space, demanding materials, PTFE-PEEK processing, reduced cycle times, cable extrusion]
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[image: Standard Nozzle Band Heaters in stainless steel and brass, for temperatures up to 280°C/350°C, injection molding, holes, cutouts, thermocouple connector or separate leaf sensor, original accessories on all common machine types]
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[image: The leading manufacturer of Cast-In Heaters products for the plastics processing industry. Tubular heating elements embedded in Aluminium alloy or Brass, providing uniform heat transfer and long life. Cast-In Heaters are suitable for food industry machine]
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[image: Your standard industrial ovens as a universal solution. With an Ihne & Tesch industrial oven dryer, almost every application for the heat treatment of parts can be covered. Preheating, tempering, drying, curing, etc.]
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[image: Transition Ovens are required with manufacturing processes of continuous heating, thermal treatment of cables, metal bands, synthetic profiles or similar. Several Transition Ovens can be linked together. Different temperatures for example at entering or e]
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[image: The drying ovens as so-called shuttle ovens facilitate the handling of heavy parts. There are versions with loading aids at the same height or completely retractable bogie cars. Smooth-running swivel and / or fixed castors support the operator when loadin]
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[image: Laboratory Ovens find their application within research, development, medicine, microbiology and much more industrial sectors. Examples are incubators, steaming cabinets or circulation cabinets. As multi-chamber oven they are used as well within chemistry]
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[image: Laboratory Ovens find their application within research, development, medicine, microbiology and much more industrial sectors. Examples are incubators, steaming cabinets or circulation cabinets. As multi-chamber oven they are used as well within chemistry]
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[image: Laboratory Ovens find their application within research, development, medicine, microbiology and much more industrial sectors. Examples are incubators, steaming cabinets or circulation cabinets. As multi-chamber oven they are used as well within chemistry]
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[image: Efficient loading is provided with loading trolleys, or for pulse drying of textiles (T-shirts, Jeans, etc.), synthetic parts (hydraulic hoses) and others. The designs of trolleys are as per application requirements. Drying times can be realised via time]
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[image: Efficient loading is provided with loading trolleys, or for pulse drying of textiles (T-shirts, Jeans, etc.), synthetic parts (hydraulic hoses) and others. The designs of trolleys are as per application requirements. Drying times can be realised via time]
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[image: Heat Chambers are used for gentle, temperature accurate thermal treatment of components in the area of electronic power controller production. Inert-gas atmosphere supports this process.]
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[image: Heating Plates are suitable for wax heating as well as heating of coil bodies and metallic moulds. Designs with covers avoid heat loos and improve the temperature distribution of the Heating Plate.]
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[image: Heating Plates are suitable for wax heating as well as heating of coil bodies and metallic moulds. Designs with covers avoid heat loos and improve the temperature distribution of the Heating Plate.]
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[image: Heating Plates are suitable for wax heating as well as heating of coil bodies and metallic moulds. Designs with covers avoid heat loos and improve the temperature distribution of the Heating Plate.]
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[image: Control Unit, temperature monitoring, hot runner system, plasics processing, packaging industry, food industry, heat load monitoring, temperature monitoring, start-up circuitiry ,alarm output,  Low Cost variant]
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[image: Our Tubular Heaters out of own production are mainly used at liquid baths, air heaters, hot runner systems, screw-in tubular heaters, flange heaters, heat registers, heat exchangers, continuous flow heaters and for tool heating. Furthermore they are used]
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[image: Our Tubular Heaters out of own production are mainly used at liquid baths, air heaters, hot runner systems, screw-in tubular heaters, flange heaters, heat registers, heat exchangers, continuous flow heaters and for tool heating. Furthermore they are used]
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